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mechanisms for controlling industrial processes such as chemical, power, heating, and water control,
have become widely available. These mechanisms incorporate logic controllers such as a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) for controlling various elements of industrial processes. The
PLC can be programmed to provide control instructions to various types of devices including: valves,
motors, solenoids, heaters, coolers, alarms, relays, indicators, and limit switches. The PLC can be
programmed by an expert at the time of manufacture of the process control system. A standard
programming language, known as PROSE ("Procedural Language for Operating Systems
Environment"), was developed for this purpose. PROSE is a plain language language requiring no
formal mathematical definition. The PROSE language defines a set of statements that may be used
to make calculations, set and read variables, and control devices. In general, PROSE statements are
used in conjunction with various types of variables in order to control aspects of a process. However,
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not all controls may be created using PROSE. Rather, there are proprietary languages that must be
used to control particular types of controls or to control particular components or devices. These
proprietary languages may be used to program the controls using the same PROSE statements.
However, programming in a language different from the language used in the hardware has been
necessary when it is required to control different controls, using different devices. If it is desired to
control certain devices in a manner different from the manner of devices previously controlled by a
particular device, a new set of PROSE statements may be developed in a different programming
language. Such a control system becomes difficult to maintain 1cdb36666d
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